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Introduction: 
Microwave hyperthermia has made signif i cant advances over 

r ecent years and inc reased interest is being shown in phased 
a rray systems for localizing power in the tumor region without 
ove rheating surrounding normal t issue [ 1,2] . The array geo
metry, element spacing and applied tapering offer many degrees 
of freedom for the designer to optimize the per fo rmance of the 
foc used array. Various array geometries have been investiga
ted f;l ,4] , 

The imaging properties of three array configurations, 
filled planar, quad, and c rossed array have been studied for 
radar applications [ 5 ). The purpose of this paper i s to inves
tigate the properties of these array configurations when they 
are operated as focused arrays in lossy medium . The resultant 
power patterns will help to find their usefulness for hyper 
thermia application. 

Analysis of focused arrays : 
An expr ession for the near field of the focused array 

can be derived following the analysis of Guo 6 . The antenna 
is treated as a localized current distribution due to small 
apertures. Then it can be shown that the normalized electric 
field is given by:-

~ ~ 

E(r) 

where i is the pr opagation constant, ;, ; n are vectors repre 
senting the observation point and the center of the nth el~ 
ment respectively with respect to the array center. Cn=IneJ tp n 
is the weighting factor necessary to focus the array. ~n i s 
chosen such that the N elements of the array produce construc 
tive interference at the focal point and In is chosen accor 
ding to t he required tapering. 

Computer simulation: 
The imaging properties of filled planar, quad and c rossed 

array configurations have been studied for radar applications 
f5J. The focusing properties of these configurations are stu
died here by computer simulations. Each of the arrays, see 
Fig. I, consisted of 16 elements located on a square area of 
9 x 9 cm. Figure 2 shows normalized power variation along 
normal axis to the array when it is focused at 5.5 em in water 
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and driven with In ; 1 at 2 . 45 GHz. Although maximum power is 
obtained at the focus by the quad array, the planar array has 
much better power local i zation as shown in Fig. 2. The crossed 
array has significantly lower side lobes as shown in Fig. 3. 

In the above comparison, equal size and number of elements 
for the three arrays were used which resulted in different ele
ment spacing for the three arrays. Since element spacing highly 
affects side lobe level, the element spacing and the antenna 
dimention for the quad and crossed arrays are now fixed to that 
of the planar array of Fig. 1a to get the arrays shown in Fig . 
4. The normalized power variations along normal axis for these 
arrays are shown in Fig. 5. Comparing with Fig . 2, the quad 
array is not affected by the number of elements and element 
spacing but the penetration of the crossed array is now decrea 
sed with smaller number of elements. The power patterns ~t the 
focal point for the three arrays are shown in Fig. 6 . Higher 
side lobes were obtained for the quad and crossed arrays com
pared to those shown in Fig. 3, however, the crossed array is 
still of lower side lobes among the configurations of Fig. 4. 

Conclusions: 
The effect or array shape, size and number of elements on 

the focusing properties has been demonstrated by comparing the 
performance of three array configurations . The filled array has 
better focusing performance while crossed array has lower side 
lobe and lower number of elements. 
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Fig. 1 Three array geometries of 16 elements and 9x9 em size 
focl.l.sed a t 5. 5 em depth in water. a) coordinA.tes , 
b ) planar array , c) quad array , Dd) crossed RrLclY • 
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Fig . 2 Nonnalized variation of power along normal axis 

Fig.3 

the a rrays of Fig. 1 , ( ) planar array t 
( .......... ) quad array . (--------) crossed a rray . 
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Focal plane power patt erns of the three arrays of 
Fig . 1. ( ) planar array . (· .. · .. · .. )quad array . 
(------) crossed array . 
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Three array geometries of equal size (9x9 em) 
and element spacing ( 3 em) focused at 5. 5 em 
depth in wate r. a) coordinates, b) planar array , 
c ) quad array , d) crossed a rray. 
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Fig . 5 Normalized variat i on of powe r al ong normal axis 
to the arrays of Fig. 4 , ( ) planar array, 
(-- .... -.... ) quad a rray, (------) crossed array. 
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Fig. 6 Focal plane powe r patterns of the three a rrays of 
Fig.4, ( ) planar array, ( ........... ) quad a rray, 
(-----J crossed a rray. 
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